Herew(f,·) is the modulus of continuity of f and IMI is the sapremmo norm. In this note we sharpen the above result and also study the asymptotio approximation of sufficiently smooth functions by these operators. ftesearoh was supported by University Grants Commission, Sew Delhi (India). 
From (1.1) and (2.2), we obtain
Ηβηοβ,
It has been shown in [4] that for all t,xe [o,l] and δ>0
Pinall? , it follows that
Choosing δ « n" 1^2 in above, wo arrive at the required result· Remark.
It is easy to verify that
for all k and n«
which is sharper than (1.2) and for k « 1, (2.7) inoludes a result of Popivioiu [5] and Mond [4] .
3. Let β e H° (the set of all non-negative integers), ρ e Η (set of all positive integers) and [>] denote the integral part of λ. How, let the nth order mo aient of b£ be defined by
Te shall write u^fx) for u^tz) and let Q(J,k,x) denote Proof. For ρ » 1, the result is trae fro· Lema 1. Thus, assuming the reeult for a certain n, we have to prove it for p+1. Since aj^U) -0(n" ClBp,j+1,/2] ) and uJP^tx) is a polynomial In ζ of degree -έ n-jt it follows that Hence, using (3.4)t we get
which implies (3.5).
Lemma 4. For l-th moment (/el) of Τ . , we find atK
Proof. For k»l, the result holds from lemma 1. Now supposing that the result (3*6) holds for some k, then bjt Lemmas 2 and 3# it can be seen that it also holAs for k+1.
Proof of Theorem 2. Using a partial Taylor expansion of f(t) about t » χ, we observe that
where e (t,x) --0 as t -x.
Let us estimate first. Since TQ k(t;x), hence using Lemma 4 we have
Por a given t>0, there exists a <5(ε)>0 such that |ε(ΐ,χ)|<ε , whenever 0<|t-x|<<5.
If f>5(t) ie the characteristic function of the interval (t-5ft+£ji, then we have k
We proceed for and As in view of Lemma 3
aleo for an arbitrary β > kt using Lemma 3 we obtain U4l^n k £ φ Bj » "(I). rs>i Therefore, due to arbitrariness of ε > 0, we conclude that I2 = 0(1). Now, taking into account of estimates of I1 and Ig, (3*2) follows.
The assertion (3.3) can be proved along similar linas by noting that Tn>k+1((t-x) 3 »x) = 0(n _(k+1) ).
The last assertion follows due to the uniform continuity of f^2 1c ) on [p,l] and the uniformness of o(l) term in the estimate of (in fact it is a polynomial in n~1 and x). This completes the proof.
